
Recruiting and Talent Management

Contact Us Today

Today, hiring is more difficult then ever before. Finding the right person for the right position with right work ethic, passion, ability and 
drive is paramount for the long-term health and success for your business. The process is taxing and demanding on your organization. 
What if you could outsource this vital task to a dedicated professional who knows and cares about you and your business?

Who is Revalant?

Revalant’s team of experts know the Corporate Housing Industry like no other. We start with interviewing your hiring team. We want to 
know your critical success factors, then we tailor our approach through our customized program. We provide outsourced recruiting for 
any size business and support, supplement or manage your recruiting efforts by supplementing your HR and hiring teams.

We continuously search for qualified candidates and help you build a workforce that supports your company culture and goals.

Utilize our broad set of tools including 
social media and well-established HR 

Recruiting tools (LinkedIn, Zip Recruiter, 
Indeed) to find well vetted and qualified 

candidates.

888-505-5024
james@revalantco.com 
www.revalantco.com

Utilize Revalant’s own proprietary 
database platform of Hospitality, 

Corporate Housing and Furniture Rental 
contacts which will reach the broadest 

array of candidates in the quickest amount 
of time.

The Revalant difference: A thorough 
company culture assessment combined 

with behavioral-based checks and balances 
ensure the candidates will be perfectly 

suited to your needs before they reach your 
desk

How is Revalant different?  We cut through the clutter and find exceptional candidates through a three-point approach:

Retained recruitment: We customize a monthly program that affords your organization multiple candidate sourcing for multiple positions.

Contingency recruitment: As-you-need-it, industry-leading recruiting. We help you fill critical positions for an established percentage of the 
salary. You pay only when the organization hires someone.

Build a recruiting strategy that supports your company goals. Whether you’re crafting an initial recruiting structure or simply repairing an 
ineffective process, our experienced team of professional recruiters can assess your current recruiting program and make 
recommendations on how to best fill in any gaps.

Services Offered:



Revalant Consulting & Recruiting

Revalant

Contact Us Today
888-505-5024
james@revalantco.com 
www.revalantco.com

Experienced, Professional, Committed.

Revalant’s award-winning executives and managing partners have over 30 years’ experience in hospitality 
services and related industries. Revalant provides an expertise in developing sales organizations which sell 
into the Fortune 1000, Global 500, vertical market expansion, and strategic small-, mid-, and large-markets.  
Members of the Revalant team are experts in the area of millennial workforce integration, IT systems 
implementation, operational excellence, recruiting, business development, lead generation and strategic 
sales management.  Revalant aims to assist small to mid-sized businesses that are looking to improve 
various aspects within their company. Revalant tailors their approach to each company’s specific needs by 
isolating key areas for improvement and creating a strategic plan to address and improve these aspects. The 
creation of a strategic plan is just the first step in the process. Revalant will walk you through the careful 
implementation of the strategy in order to ensure that changes are made effectively and efficiently.

Recruiting | Executive Leadership | Project Management | Acquisitions & Evaluations
Technology & Software | Operational Alignment | Sales & Marketing | Remote Sales Professional Services

Our advisory service includes a comprehensive consultation to help identify any gaps and opportunities 
within the various segments of your organization. We will provide a detailed report which will include a 
multi-faceted project plan with schedules, timelines, milestones, and a cost and ROI analysis. Revalant’s 
consulting services also offers a suite of quality products that will ensure that you and your company achieve 
your goals quickly and smoothly. That is how we ensure your success.
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